Evidence that mammalian glutamine-dependent carbamyl phosphate synthetase arose through gene fusion.
On the basis of homology, the mammalian CAD (glutamine-dependent carbamyl phosphate synthetase-aspartate transcarbamylase-dihydroorotase) gene appears to have arisen from the fusion of four separate ancestral genes. Evidence for two of these precursor genes is found in the carbamyl phosphate synthetase (CPSase) domain of CAD. In prokaryotes, such as Escherichia coli CPSase is encoded by two distinct cistrons of the carAB operon. Whereas carA and carB are separated by a short noncoding intercistronic region, the homologous sequences of the CAD gene encode an amino acid bridge. This bridge connects the subdomains of the CAD CPSase. We constructed a bacterial carAB fusion gene in which the intercistronic region codes for a hamster bridgelike sequence. The fused carAB gene directs the synthesis of a stable bifunctional polypeptide whose glutamine-dependent CPSase activity is comparable to the E. coli CPSase holoenzyme. The fusion in E. coli of the single gene counterparts of CAD demonstrates a potential model system to study the genetic events that lead to gene fusion and the creation of multienzymatic proteins.